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RESEARCH ARTICLE

An Attractive Alternative? China’s Approach to Cyber
Governance and Its Implications for the Western Model
Xinchuchu Gao

European Institute, London School of Economics and Political Science

ABSTRACT
China’s cyber norm-building efforts can be usefully explored based
on the concept of the norm life cycle developed by Finnemore and
Sikkink. Although China puts cyber sovereignty and government
involvement at the core of its cyber governance approach, its
Internet policies are a result of interactions between state
agencies and business units, and recent reforms suggest greater
involvement of Chinese companies. Moreover, many countries,
including some from the West, have placed increasing emphasis
on intergovernmental involvement and data sovereignty when
developing their Internet policies. The EU, for instance, believes
that digital sovereignty is necessary to protect its own market
from US and Chinese technology giants. Despite the fundamental
differences between Brussels’s digital sovereignty and Beijing’s
cyber sovereignty, the dichotomy between China’s sovereignty-
oriented approach and the more open approach of Western
countries is more blurred than it may appear, leading to Western
countries, the EU in particular, potentially becoming more
receptive to China’s cyber norms.
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Global cyber governance has long been dominated by the United States (US). However,
the shifting geopolitics of cyberspace in the post-Snowden era and the rise of new cyber
powers have challenged the US hegemonic position both inside and outside the Western
bloc. Competition in cyberspace has escalated to the extent that the situation is now
termed the “Digital Cold War” (Crovitz 2012; Reddy and Soni 2021).

China, a leader among emerging cyber powers, has turned into a strong competitor.
Having the world’s largest online population of 898 million (CNNIC 2021) and a pros-
perous information and communications technology (ICT) sector, Beijing has become a
key player in global cyberspace. The People’s Republic of China (PRC) has indeed made
significant efforts to set cyber norms (Segal 2020), which have positioned it to become a
norm- and regulation-setter in cyberspace.

Discussion of China’s cyber governance approach has primarily focused on the notion
of ‘cyber sovereignty’, which supposedly allows all countries to cooperate in cyberspace
on the basis of equality, as well as the Chinese government’s involvement in controlling
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the digital sphere. Confrontation between Washington and Beijing in cyberspace there-
fore may be cast as an open multi-stakeholder approach vs. a sovereignty-driven and gov-
ernment-dominated approach. This dichotomy is often described in terms of a West vs.
non-West confrontation (Liu 2012).

Although this dichotomy offers important insights into both the global landscape of
cyber governance and China’s cyber governance approach, it oversimplifies the PRC’s
position and overlooks shifts in global cyber governance. On the one hand, the conven-
tional cyber sovereignty understanding of China’s approach reduces it to sovereignty
concerns and government interventionism. However, recent scholarship acknowledges
greater complexity in Beijing’s position. For example, by analysing Global South
countries’ Internet-related negotiations at the World Summit on the Information
Society, Abu Bhuiyan (2014) observed ambiguity in China’s position and pointed out
that the PRC chose to acquiesce to the US in some cases. Although China called for
more equitable Internet governance, it did not question the neoliberal basis of the exist-
ing governance scheme (Ibid.). In a similar vein, after analysing the friction between
China and the global cyber governance approach over the last three decades, Hong
Shen (2016, 320) noted that the “cyber sovereignty” framework failed to capture and
interpret the PRC’s cyber governance approach. China’s policy formation can be read
as the product of complex interactions among different state agencies and business
units. Shen argued that China’s cyber governance approach has been influenced by com-
peting interests among domestic businesses as well as interaction among businesses in
both domestic and transnational contexts (Ibid.)

On the other hand, the West vs. non-West approaches to cyber governance are seen as
two homogenous blocs, overlooking the increasing divergence of opinion within the
Western bloc. In particular, the EU’s emergence as a distinctive cyber power has chal-
lenged the US as a hegemon in cyberspace. Despite sharing core cyber values and
norms with Washington, Brussels promotes its own approach to cyber governance
(Dunn Cavelty 2018).

In line with the objective of this Special Core, this article aims to overcome the West
vs. non-West dichotomy in global cyber governance. First, by analysing the principal
norms guiding China’s cyber practices and unpacking the interaction between govern-
ment and business, it seeks to move beyond the conventional cyber sovereignty frame-
work to understand China’s cyber governance approach. Second, by examining the
extent to which Beijing has been successful as a norm entrepreneur, it investigates
different levels of receptiveness to China’s cyber norms, including among Western
bloc countries. The following research questions are addressed: What are the principal
norms driving China’s cyber governance approach? How has the PRC attempted to
establish its cyber norms? To what extent has it been successful as a norm entrepreneur?

The article is structured as follows. The first section provides background on the land-
scape of global digital governance, examining in particular the growing divergence in
attitudes to cyber governance in the US and the EU. The second section draws on the
literature on norm entrepreneurship to provide an analytical framework. The third
section uses this framework to examine China’s norm-building attempts in the field of
digital governance. The article concludes with an evaluation of how successful China
has been thus far and implications for global cyber governance.
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Setting the scene: the evolving landscape of global cyber governance

Global cyber governance is arguably dominated by a Western-centric approach, which is
characterised by commitment to multi-stakeholderism and fundamental values, includ-
ing the free flow of information, human rights and democracy (DeNardis 2014). The US
has held a leadership role in promoting this approach. However, an increasingly complex
global geopolitical environment has created obstacles to the Western-centric approach.
As Xuechen Chen and Yifan Yang (2022, forthcoming) argue, the increasing influence
of the EU as a distinctive cyber power has called into question the US dominance in
cyberspace within the Western bloc. Additionally, the approaches adopted by emerging
non-Western cyber powers, such as China and Russia, have further contributed to under-
mining the Western-centric cyber governance approach, promoting a multilateral
approach that prioritises the role of sovereign states in governing cyberspace (Liaropou-
los 2016).

The Western-centric approach to cyber governance and differentiation within it

Western countries share a number of cyber values and norms, such as multi-stakeholder-
ism, “a constantly shifting balance of powers between private industry, international
technical governance institutions, governments and civil society” (DeNardis 2014,
226–7). In this vision, cyber governance takes place in a multi-stakeholder structure
based on “openness, inclusion, bottom-up collaboration and consensual decision-
making” (Pohle and Thiel 2020, 5). This form of coordination could counteract the
need for the involvement of sovereign states (Raymond and DeNardis 2015).

Another common principle shared by Western countries is that global cyber govern-
ance should protect fundamental rights, particularly freedom of expression and the free
flow of information (Anagnostakis 2021). For example, one of the priorities of the US–
EU Cyber Dialogue is close coordination of EU and US policy on the promotion of
human rights online in international fora such as the “Freedom Online Coalition”
(White House 2014). Similarly, the G7 established the Roadmap for Cooperation on
Data Free Flow with Trust at the G7 Digital and Technology Ministers’ meeting in
April 2021. This roadmap was endorsed by two guest countries, South Korea and Aus-
tralia (G7 2021).

Nevertheless, the Western-centric approach to cyber governance has been under-
mined by increasing divergence within the Western bloc. In particular, the EU has chal-
lenged the US leadership role. As mentioned, the EU and the US share core values and
norms relating to cyber governance in that they both endorse principles such as open-
ness, freedom and multi-stakeholderism, but Brussels’s approach differs from Washing-
ton’s in terms of the level of government involvement. The US approach has been
described as “hands-off-the-Internet”, that is, limited governmental involvement. The
EU, instead, has historically been more willing to embrace cyber regulation than the
US (Taylor and Hoffmann 2019). The EU finds it conceptually troubling that govern-
ment authorities play a less important decision-making role than private corporations
(O’Hara and Hall 2018). George Christou (2014) points out that the EU has increasingly
emphasised the importance of government involvement in cyberspace. For example, the
EU supports a greater role for the Governmental Advisory Committee and the inclusion
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of sovereign states such as India and Brazil in the Internet Corporation for Assigned
Names and Numbers (ICANN) (Taylor and Hoffmann 2019).

Moreover, the EU is increasingly promoting the concepts of “technical sovereignty”,
“digital sovereignty” and “data sovereignty” (Scott 2019). Brussels’s willingness to
pursue sovereignty in cyberspace is principally driven by concerns over falling behind
the US and China in the global information technology market. The Digital Economy
Report (UNCTAD 2019) shows that China and the US account for 75 per cent of all
patents related to blockchain technologies and over 75 per cent of the global public
cloud computing market. To Brussels, relying on non-EU technology companies threa-
tens EU citizens’ control of their data, thus undermining Europe’s leadership and stra-
tegic autonomy in cyberspace. The EU is therefore increasingly striving for
sovereignty in cyberspace. As French President Emmanuel Macron (2020) stated, “Euro-
pean freedom of action requires economic and digital sovereignty”. Similarly, in July
2020, the German Presidency of the Council of the EU, in its manifesto, announced
the EU’s intention “to establish digital sovereignty as a leitmotiv of European digital
policy” (European Parliament 2020a). In 2020, the European Parliament issued the
report “Digital Sovereignty for Europe”, which defines digital sovereignty as “Europe’s
ability to act independently in the digital world and should be understood in terms of
both protective mechanisms and offensive tools to foster digital innovation (including
in cooperation with non-EU companies)” (European Parliament 2020b). In conclusion,
the EU’s promotion of sovereignty in cyberspace is mostly a result of security concerns
over dependence on non-EU technology companies and the desire to play a leadership
role in digital innovation.

Alternative digital governance approaches promoted by emerging cyber
powers

The Western-centric cyber governance approach has been challenged by a group of
countries outside the Western bloc, including emerging countries such as
China, Russia, Brazil and South Africa (Rebello 2017). These countries argue that
the existing global cyber governance framework puts newcomers at a disadvantage.
For example, a number of countries have refused to ratify the Council of
Europe Convention on Cybercrime, also known as the Budapest Convention,
either because they did not participate in the drafting process or because the
Convention disregards their claims of state sovereignty in cyberspace (Hakmeh
2017).

These countries also challenge US leadership in cyber governance. As Shen (2016)
states, Edward Snowden’s revelations contributed to questioning the legitimacy of the
US-dominated cyber governance framework. A number of developing countries have sub-
sequently questioned US hegemony in cyber governance. They argue that the Snowden
leaks prove that the US exploits mass surveillance data without any oversight, highlighting
Washington’s hypocritical behaviour in cyberspace (Farrell and Finnemore 2013).

To sum up, the Internet’s continuing expansion has led to increased competition in
cyberspace and its governance. US hegemony in the field of cyber governance has
been challenged from both within and without the Western bloc.
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Norms and norm entrepreneurship in cyberspace

An international norm can be conceptualised as a “set of standards for the appropriate
behavior of states” (Finnemore and Sikkink 1998, 893). An international norm can be
understood as an international policy fashion, defining what behaviour is considered
appropriate and what is not. Effective cyberspace governance requires universally
accepted norms, but these norms remain highly contested (Broeders and van der Berg
2020, 5).

Martha Finnemore and Kathryn Sikkink (1998) argue that norms are often promoted
by a norm entrepreneur. They detail a three-stage process, which creates a “norm life
cycle”. The first stage is norm emergence; the second is broad norm acceptance; and
the last is internationalisation. In the first stage, where norms are shaped, the role of
norm entrepreneurs is vital. A norm entrepreneur can be defined as an “agent having
strong notions about appropriate or desirable behaviour in their community” (896).
They attempt to convince other actors to accept new norms by calling attention to
issues, or even creating issues by dramatising them. In this stage, organisational plat-
forms, often in the form of international organisations, are needed for the promotion
of norms. In the second stage, a number of actors accept the norms and convince
others to accept them, what is termed a ‘norm cascade’ or broad norm acceptance.
Finally, the norms gain a taken-for-granted status, which means they have been
internationalised.

Finnemore and Sikkink’s concept of the norm life cycle has been used to analyse the
emergence of cyber norms with a focus on Western countries’ efforts. Tim Maurer
(2011), for example, uses it to calculate how much attention cybersecurity-related
issues have received from UN organisations and UN member states, particularly
Russia and the US. He concludes that voting patterns, co-sponsorship of draft resolutions
and the content and language of resolutions demonstrate the emergence of cyber norms.
Matthew Crandall and Collin Allan (2015) use Finnemore and Sikkink’s theoretical fra-
mework to analyse whether NATOmembership has allowed a small state such as Estonia
to be successful in norm-building. They conclude that it has indeed helped but with limit-
ations; despite these limitations, in their view, securing a role as a norm entrepreneur is a
powerful way for small states to ensure state interest globally. Similarly, Liisi Adamson
and Zine Homburger (2019) examine the potential of small states to become norm entre-
preneurs in cyberspace. Focusing on the Netherlands and Estonia, they argue that small
states, especially highly developed ICT states, could be natural cyber norm entrepreneurs.
As far as the US is concerned, Tim Stevens (2012) looks into its role in forming cyber
norms and questions whether such norms are being established. He argues that there
has been little progress in cyber deterrence, while pointing out that the US has success-
fully promoted cyber norms based on its neoliberal worldview. Martha Finnemore and
Duncan Hollis (2016) instead explore the process of constructing norms for global cyber-
security. They argue that, while “calls for ‘cyber norms’ to secure and govern cyberspace
are now ubiquitous”, cybersecurity is actually “a diverse array of problems”. They further
point out that the value of cyber norms lies in the process by which they are formed (207).

There have also been several studies of non-state actors’ attempts to construct global
cybersecurity norms. Louise Marie Hurel and Luisa Lobato (2018), for instance, use
Microsoft as an example to unpack the role of private companies as norm entrepreneurs.
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Similarly, Carol Glen (2021) argues that while states remain central, non-state actors are
playing an increasingly significant role in forming cyber norms.

Overall, the existing literature on cyber norm-building and the adoption of Finne-
more and Sikkink’s concept of the norm life cycle has mainly focused on Western
countries and private companies. Recently, however, some scholars have examined
China’s cyber norm-setting attempts. Yu Hong and Thomas Goodnight (2019), for
example, argue that China’s construction of cyber sovereignty is primarily driven by
the desire to safeguard the multipolar global digital order and ensure global wellbeing.
Rogier Creemers (2020) examines the development of China’s conception of sover-
eignty and identifies two major components: a normative component, which guides
states’ behaviour in cyberspace; and a capability component, that is, the governance
resources required for a state to realise the normative component. Jinghan Zeng
et al. (2017) unpack Chinese domestic discourse on the concept of Internet sovereignty
and argue that the formulation of the concept has been fragmented, which has signifi-
cantly restricted China’s capacity to promote alternative cyber norms in global cyber-
space. Nevertheless, the existing literature does not explicitly study the acceptance of
China’s cyber norms at the international level. This study, instead, aims to fill the
gap by analysing China’s role as a norm entrepreneur in cyberspace, applying Finne-
more and Sikkink’s theoretical framework to Beijing’s attempts to establish cyber
norms and examining their acceptance.

China as a cyber norm entrepreneur

Building China’s cyber norms

China has one of the most active digital ecosystems in the world. It is the world’s second-
largest digital economy after the US (Meltzer 2020). In 2020, China’s digital trade hit
USD 203.6 billion, accounting for 26 per cent of Beijing’s total trade in services
(Xinhua 2020). Meanwhile, China has been at the forefront of commercialising digital
business models. The past decade has seen the rise of tech giants in China, such as
Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent. The global reach of these companies has the potential to
reshape the digital ecosystem (Woetzel 2017). Moreover, the outbreak of Covid-19 at
the end of 2019 boosted the growth of digital businesses, further contributing to the
digital transformation of the Chinese economy (Zipser and Poh 2021).

Using its fast-growing ICT industry, the PRC has implemented a strategy to make it a
cyber great power. For instance, China’s Deputy Information Technology Minister Chen
Zhaoxiong (2019) wrote that China should grab the strategic opportunity to become a
cyber great power. In a similar vein, an article by Xu Zhengzhong (2020) in Party & Gov-
ernment Forum, a journal run by the Central Party School of the Chinese Communist
Party, points out that fifth-generation (5G) technologies offer a chance to strengthen
China’s global competitiveness.

Indeed, Beijing has made increasing efforts to establish itself as a creator and promoter
of cyber norms. At the Second World Internet Conference, President Xi (2015) declared
that the construction of “appropriate Internet governance norms” was a vital part of the
strategy to make China a cyber great power. Similarly, an article in leading party journal
Qiushi (2017) stated that strengthening China’s influence over global cyberspace was key.
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More recently, Xu Zhengzhong (2020) argued that, in the Internet era, developing the
discourse and rule-making power in cyberspace was a priority.

As mentioned, a cornerstone of China’s normative position on cyberspace is the
concept of cyber sovereignty. This concept shapes its domestic policy as well as its inter-
national cyber diplomacy, in sharp contrast with the free flow of information that is so
vital to the US, the EU and those whose interests align with them. Cyber sovereignty
first appeared prominently in China’s 2010 White Paper outlining its approach to cyber-
space. In this paper, China maintained that all countries should cooperate in cyberspace
“on the basis of equality and mutual benefit” (SCIO 2010). Sovereignty also featured as
the first of five international cooperation principles in cyber governance proposed by the
PRC’s delegation at the Budapest Conference on Cyberspace 2012. In this proposal, cyber
sovereignty was defined as “policy authority for Internet-related public policy issues”
(Huang 2012). At the World Internet Conference in 2015, President Xi (2015) pointed
out the risks of not allowing sovereign states to govern their cyberspace according to
their own rules and stressed the need to respect their sovereign equality. The most com-
prehensive description of cyber sovereignty can be found in the “International Strategy of
Cooperation on Cyberspace” issued in 2017 by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
People’s Republic of China. This document stresses that the principle of sovereignty
covers all aspects of state-to-state relations, including cyberspace, so “countries should
respect each other’s right to choose their own path of cyber development, model of
cyber regulation and Internet public policies, and participate in international cyberspace
governance on an equal footing” (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of
China 2017).

Beijing has also stressed the principle of multilateralism in cyber governance.
Unlike the private-sector-led multi-stakeholder approach promoted by many
Western states, China calls for a multilateral approach to governing cyberspace,
with an emphasis on greater government involvement and a leading role for the
UN in building an international consensus on rules (Cai 2018). The PRC has been
signalling a multilateral approach to governing cyberspace at least since the publi-
cation of its White Paper in 2010. This advocated for multilateral cooperation to
address “the increasingly serious problem of transnational network crimes”. In par-
ticular, the document stressed that “the Chinese government plays the leading role
in Internet administration” (SCIO 2010). In a 2015 article, Lu Wei, then head of
the Cyberspace Administration of China, explained the major difference between a
multi-stakeholder and a multilateral approach. According to him, a multi-stakeholder
approach follows a “people-centred” logic that allows all Internet participants to make
the rules on an equal footing, while a multilateral approach means that the state sets
the rules based on the idea of cyber sovereignty (Lu 2015). For China, the private-
sector-led multi-stakeholder approach led to the cross-border, private, distributed
architecture of the Internet, which poses a threat to state sovereignty (DeNardis
2020). The PRC’s multilateral approach to cyber governance is thus primarily
driven by sovereignty concerns.

In addition to its desire to protect state sovereignty, China’s promotion of a multilat-
eral approach reflects its desire to challenge the US hegemonic position in cyberspace.
Beijing maintains that Washington has too much power in the current multi-stakeholder
model and calls for the voice of new cyber powers to be heard in international Internet
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governance institutions such as the ICANN and the Internet Governance Forum (Chris-
tou 2014).

Despite Beijing’s focus on cyber sovereignty and government involvement in its cyber
governance approach, however, as Zhao Yuezhi (2010) points out, China’s position on
cyber governance is not simply defined by government authorities, but rather a result
of interactions between state agencies and businesses.

A telling example of the significant influence of business on China’s cyber govern-
ance approach is Beijing’s failed attempts to mandate a new wireless local area
network (LAN) standard, Wireless LAN Authentication and Privacy Infrastructure
(WAPI), instead of the widely used Wi-Fi wireless connection standard. China’s pro-
motion of WAPI standards was primarily driven by concerns about security
deficiencies in Wi-Fi standards (Zhao 2010). Ever since the approval of Wi-Fi in
1999, independent analysts have noted the apparent weakness of Wi-Fi’s encryption
component, so China was keen to promote its own standard. In 2003, the Standard-
ization Administration of China submitted WAPI to the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) for international recognition. However, the ISO rejected
WAPI in 2006 (Clendenin 2006). The Chinese government resubmitted its proposal
in 2007 but withdrew it in 2011, so WAPI standards failed to achieve international
recognition (Kim et al. 2020).

When China tried to push WAPI internationally, it faced challenges from transna-
tional capital, led by Intel Corporation, and foreign governments. In addition to external
resistance, the PRC government’s ability to get WAPI internationally accepted was con-
strained by diverging interests between Chinese state agencies and companies (Zhao
2010). The developer and owner of WAPI was a small technology company, Jietong,
which meant that well-established companies such as Huawei, Lenovo and ZTE had
little interest in supporting it, citing concern about the economic cost of developing
China’s own version of wireless encryption standards (Kennedy 2006). Although these
companies did not hold decision-making positions in the ISO, their reluctance to
accept WAPI undermined the Chinese government’s agenda-setting power (Shen
2016). The WAPI case implies that China’s domestic businesses do not always support
their government’s views. Therefore, although China’s cyber governance approach is pri-
marily driven by its desire to protect state sovereignty and increase government involve-
ment, interactions between state agencies and businesses have had a determining
influence in shaping it.

Moreover, although it is unlikely that China’s cyber governance approach will be
transformed into a fully industry-driven approach in the short term, recent reforms
demonstrate the possibility of greater involvement by Chinese businesses. For
example, within the limitations of a state-dominated approach to standardisation,
the PRC has allowed Chinese companies to play a greater role in developing technical
standards. As early as 2014, China initiated a set of reforms aiming to empower organ-
isations outside the government, which has then continued under the banner of China
Standards 2035, a programme promoted by the Standardisation Administration of
China. In October 2021, China’s State Council’s (2021) national strategy for technical
standards was released. This new strategy does not call for a break with Beijing’s state-
dominated approach but demands nonetheless a larger role for industry actors
(Sheehan et al. 2021). This is one of China’s many recent reforms in cyberspace;
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while cyber sovereignty and government involvement remain central, the influence of
business on the development of cyber policies is growing. This increases the possibility
of a convergence between China’s and Western countries’ approaches to cyber
governance.

China’s attempts at establishing cyber norms

To promote the above-mentioned cyber norms, Beijing has established itself as a norm
entrepreneur in cyberspace, thus contributing to norm emergence. Indeed, China has
put forward its cyber norms in several state-led multilateral and regional fora in an
attempt to reshape global discourse on cyber governance. For example, it has actively
used the UN as an organisational platform to participate in the normative debate on
cyber governance. Beijing considers the UN “the most legitimate global body” because
all countries participate in it (Bhuiyan 2014). In its 2010 White Paper, China argued
that “the UN should be given full scope in international Internet administration”
(SCIO 2010). At the UN, China has consistently stressed the importance of cyber sover-
eignty and government involvement in cyber governance. For example, China observed
that sovereign governments should act as the leading players under the United Nation’s
framework (Bull et al. 2004). In the UN Group of Governmental Experts (GGE), China
and Russia have resisted US efforts to apply the laws of armed conflict and the right of
self-defence to cyberspace. Partly due to China and Russia’s opposition, GGE-participat-
ing countries failed to reach a consensus on a follow-up report on a related US proposal
in 2017. In the wake of this failure, Russia proposed creating the UN Open-Ended
Working Group (OEWG) on ICTs to discuss the formulation of international norms
and rules in cyberspace. China’s submissions to the OEWG explicitly reflected its norma-
tive position on cyberspace. The Chinese Representative (2019, 2) noted that it was
“widely endorsed by the international community that the principle of sovereignty
applies in cyberspace”.

In addition, China’s efforts are bolstered by the Belt and Road Initiative and the Digital
Silk Road (DSR). As Clayton Cheney (2019) states, the DSR plays an important role in
China’s efforts to export its version of cyber governance. In line with the going-out strat-
egy, the PRC’s government and high-tech companies aim to export China’s digital pro-
ducts and provide ICT infrastructure in participating countries. The DSR also supports
the Chinese approach to Internet governance (Ibid.). Although promoting the Chinese
version of cyber norms is not part of the official rhetoric on the DSR, there is a
general concern among Western states that China is willing and able to export its
cyber norms through providing cyber products, technologies and infrastructure
(Ghiasy and Krishnamurthy 2020). As Sally Adee (2019) has pointed out, China is
offering “a full kit […] to execute a Chinese version of the Internet”. In this sense, the
DSR goes beyond providing physical infrastructure to export ideological principles
regarding cyber governance (Cheney 2019).

When conducting DSR projects, China promotes multilateralism and intergovern-
mental collaboration. In the report “The Belt and Road Initiative: Progress, Contri-
butions and Prospects”, Beijing stressed the importance of establishing a “multilateral,
democratic, and transparent international Internet governance system”, underlining its
preference for multilateralism (Office of the Leading Small Group for Promoting the
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Work of Constructing the “Belt and Road Initiative” 2019). China has also signed many
agreements with partner countries. Examples include Bilateral Memoranda of Under-
standing with the governments of Cambodia, Iran, Bangladesh and Afghanistan, as
well as an action plan strengthening a partnership for the joint development of ICTs
between China and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Gong and Li 2019).
Moreover, Beijing has firmly established cyber sovereignty as the guiding principle
when conducting DSR projects. “Full respect” for cyber sovereignty is explicitly identified
as one of the fifteen general principles of the DSR, encouraging the construction of
“peaceful, safe, open, cooperative, and orderly cyberspace”, and principle 13 encourages
“cooperation and respect for independent development” (Office of the Central Cyber-
space Affairs Commission 2018). This language is in line with China’s general emphasis
on respect for sovereignty and independence in cyberspace.

The PRC has also enforced its norm-promoting role in regional organisations. The
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, for instance, is a major forum in which China
engages with like-minded countries to shape the debate on norm development in cyber-
space. In 2011, China and Russia, along with the other members of the Organisation
(Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan), jointly submitted the “Inter-
national Code of Conduct for Information Security” to the UN. This code of conduct,
which aimed to shape new norms in cyberspace, was rejected by the US and most
Western states, which consider a sovereignty-centred cyber governance approach as a
potential tool of oppressive regimes (Zeng et al. 2017). Despite its initial failure, an
updated version submitted to the UN in 2015 still emphasised Internet sovereignty
(Rõigas 2015). Similarly, the 2017 BRICS (China, Brazil, Russia, India and South
Africa) Leaders Declaration put particular emphasis on principles of international law
enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, “particularly the state sovereignty”
(BRICS Summit 2017).

Acceptance of China’s cyber norms

Moving to the second and third stages of the norm life cycle faced by China’s cyber
norms, Beijing’s sovereignty narrative is indeed attractive to a number of emerging
cyber powers as well as to small and mid-size cyber players. For instance, following
China’s proposal of the agenda item “International Law in Cyberspace” at the 53rd
Annual Session of the Asian–African Legal Consultative Organisation in 2014, the organ-
isation established a working group to discuss state sovereignty and international
cooperation in cyberspace (Huang 2016).

Another indication of acceptance of China’s cyber governance approach is the number
of countries that have participated in the DSR. By 2019, China had signed cooperative
agreements with sixteen countries under the DSR framework (Office of the Leading
Small Group for Promoting the Work of Constructing the “Belt and Road Initiative”
2019). To be sure, Western companies such as Sweden’s Ericsson and Finland’s Nokia
are also focusing on emerging markets in developing 5G networks, thus competing
with Chinese firms. Nevertheless, both Ericsson and Nokia are losing ground to
Huawei and ZTE. Indeed, Huawei has finalised more 5G contracts than any other
telecom company: by 2020, it had 91 commercial 5G contracts, while Ericsson 81 and
Nokia just 67 (Si 2020).
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Developing countries are receptive to China’s cyber governance approach for twomain
reasons. First, some countries outside theWestern bloc have long been reluctant to accept
the Western-centric approach because their voices are less heard within it. In particular,
they see cyber sovereignty as a way to diminish US hegemony in cyberspace. For instance,
Zimbabwe, Djibouti and Uganda have concerns over joining an Internet “that’s just a
gateway” for companies such as Google and Facebook to colonise their digital space;
they prefer an Internet based on non-Western standards and values. Internet construction
under DSR-related projects therefore appears an attractive choice for these countries
(Adee 2019). Second, the Chinese government seems an ideal partner for countries in
need of competitively priced digital products and services, such as 5G mobile and cloud
services (Erie and Streinz 2021). Through the DSR, China offers high-quality infrastruc-
ture and software at good prices to developing countries. It is estimated that the world’s
infrastructure financing gap will be nearly USD 15 trillion by 2040 (WEF 2019). DSR-
related investment can contribute to filling that gap. By 2018, investment in digital infra-
structure projects outside China within the DSR framework had reached USD 79 billion
(Ghiasy and Krishnamurthy 2021). Moreover, through DSR-related projects, Chinese
firms can boost cooperation between scientists and engineers in these countries and
their Chinese counterparts by establishing training centres and developing research pro-
grammes (Council on Foreign Relations 2020). China’s version of cyber governance, with
its focus on sovereignty andmultilateralism as well as its cost competitiveness, thus creates
demand for Chinese cyber technology under the framework of DSR.

Countries within the Western bloc show more resistance to China’s cyber norms. The
Atlantic Council’s Jason Healey (2011) calls this divergence “a bifurcation between east
and west”, which leads to limited possibilities for cooperation. Western bloc countries
have consistently criticised China’s cyber norms. For example, US Assistant Secretary
for Communications and Information Lawrence Strickling (2015) criticised China’s
cyber governance approach for pursuing more control over cyberspace.

Nevertheless, the dichotomy between China’s state-led, sovereignty-oriented
approach and the West’s more open approach is more blurred than it may appear.
Many countries, including some from the West, have placed increasing emphasis on
intergovernmental involvement and data sovereignty to protect their own markets
from US and Chinese technology giants (Moynihan and Patel 2021). As highlighted
above, the EU believes that digital sovereignty is necessary for an ensured role of sover-
eign governments and to counterbalance the hegemonic role of the US in cyberspace and
obtain digital autonomy.

Even so, there are fundamental differences between the EU’s and China’s approaches
to cyber governance, above all, a dispute on the meaning of cyber sovereignty. China’s
promotion of cyber sovereignty is driven more by national security concerns than the
desire to protect personal information. In comparison, the EU’s pursuit of sovereignty
in cyberspace is motivated by the protection of public rights, such as data privacy, and
the development of a European digital economy. Moreover, although the EU has stressed
the importance of government involvement, it supports the multi-stakeholder model
rather than the multilateral model. Despite these fundamental differences between the
EU’s digital sovereignty and China’s cyber sovereignty, Brussels might arguably serve
as a mediator in US–China cyber disputes, facilitating a possible convergence between
the US and the Chinese approaches.
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Conclusion and implications

To provide a timely reflection on the new dynamics of global cyber governance, this
article has drawn on the concept of norm entrepreneur to develop an empirically
grounded analysis of China’s role as a norm entrepreneur.

By examining the principal norms guiding China’s cyber practices, China’s attempts at
establishing its cyber norms and the extent to which these norms have been accepted or
not by other countries, the article overcomes the false dichotomy of the West vs. non-
West debate over global cyber governance and makes two contributions to the literature
on cyber norm entrepreneurs. First, it moves beyond the conventional cyber sovereignty
framework to offer a comprehensive understanding of China’s cyber governance
approach. It argues that, although Beijing puts cyber sovereignty and government invol-
vement at the core of its cyber governance approach, China’s Internet policies are a result
of interactions between state agencies and business units, and recent reforms demon-
strate the possibility of greater involvement by Chinese companies.

Second, this research looks into how divergence over cyber norms within the Western
bloc may lead to different levels of receptiveness to China’s cyber norms. It is not surpris-
ing that China’s sovereignty narrative is attractive to emerging cyber powers as well as
small and mid-size cyber players, because the Chinese government may appear to be
an ideal partner for countries seeking to challenge the US hegemony and needing com-
petitively priced digital products and services. The blurring of the dichotomy between
China’s sovereignty-oriented approach and the more open approach promoted by
Western countries may lead to the latter becoming more receptive to China’s cyber
norms. In particular, despite fundamental differences between the EU’s digital sover-
eignty and China’s cyber sovereignty, Brussels might arguably facilitate a possible con-
vergence between the Western approach and China’s sovereignty-oriented approach.
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